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The greatest revelations in Vedic Astrology. Over a period of seven years, the impact of Bhrighu
Saral Paddhati has been felt across the Jyotish world with its numerous techniques. Most of the
methods in this book have been presented in the Saptarishis Astrology Magazine, yet we have
included some additional techniques. Since BSPs were revealed to the Jyotish community
between 2007 and 2008, so many have given feedback on it by various means. It stormed the
Jyotish world and the senior astrologers could not fathom such a simple technique from the
Bhrighus - the great hidden cult of Jyotish.No parampara can match it, but the presented
techniques promise to may even become a masterpiece in the hands of a simple thinking
astrologer.However one can really only benefit from the techniques, if once fundamentals are
mastered to the fullest. In spite of that , fundamentals are toughest to master, even after many
many years of studying astrology and this book teaches us only one thing. What precisely a
planet is doing when placed in certain house, what it is going to give and during which time
period.Welcome to the world of real Bhrighu Astrology, out of a complete 300 techniques, we
present the first 37. Live it! Breathe it! Put everything else on the back corner for a while and just
master each technique on 50-100 charts and only then can you predict with super fine accuracy
- its like playing cricket , you didn't hit a sixer in the first 50 balls rolled out to you.
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nostalgic moment for me to write the introduction to what was to be meant my first book. It is not
a book for me but a journey that has revealed tome the biggest secrets of astrology, and at the
same time taught me the harshest lessons of life. I have not been able to come out of this
harshness so far, may I, as time goes by, be able to master myself. Bhrighu Saral Paddhati
(Bhrighu Easy Methodology) has been a journey for the scribe of immense pleasure and joy. I
have had a great journey in understanding the secret of secrets, maybe by the Grace of Bhrighu
Rishi Maharaj and my obeisance to the Greatest of All Rishis. May he be kind enough to forgive
my mistakes and shortcomings. Before I begin this introduction, I must thank Dr. K. S. Charak,
who for kept on reminding me, that I must publish this book even if I had already given parts of it
away for free in the magazine.I touch and wash the feet of my Guru Late C. S. Patel, who was
from Mumbai, and gave me the most immense love, one could imagine. Techniques can be
learnt from books or astrologers but love between a Guru and Sishya (student) is divine, its more
than husband - wife love, or mother - child love, and that point we fail to understand. Next I touch
and wash the feet of my Mentor who is from Delhi and who encouraged me to share knowledge,
and has given me so much of unconditional love that one realizes the true meaning of it, which
means accepting one despite all mistakes and errors. Next is the Master, “The Nameless One”
who has been the rudest and harshest of all, but behind the foul language & harsh behavior he
was the kindest of all humans and most honest of all astrologers I ever met along the journey,
together with my Mentor and my Guru Patel Saheb. All the harshness of the Master was an
exterior, he created to not let anyone come close to him. The ‘Nameless One’ he is since he did
not want his name to be known. Whereas in today’s world we often find selfobsessed astrologers
who are perversely hungry for fame and money. When we learn from a pure soul our Jupiter
becomes pure, when we learn from a fame or money or power hungry astrologer, who although
might be reciting mantras or doing pujas for 8 hours a day, still our Jupiter becomes weak if we
learn from him. Astrologers forget that Jupiter is the significator of children. What happens next,
we need not expand.The BeginningAperson known to my Guru Late C. S. Patel, had once given



me his dairy of his encounters with a Yogi. He tried learning astrology from that yogi.Intelligently,
the yogi gave the condition that the vidya could not be used for the common man, that vidya
could not be carried out of the ashram. At first it sounds pathetic but later one realize why the
Yogi put it as such. I spent time reading the experiences of this astrologer and his interactions
with the yogi, it was a non-Astro discussion but brilliant in its description on how to become the
greatest of astrologers if one just follows the principles of life which the yogi taught. At one
instance the Yogi said “Show Me One Astrologer who has contributed 5 repetitive techniques
that he is remembered for”. The astrologer replied several big names but the Yogi said “it has to
be a Yog (Yoga/ Yog) and its fructification”. He said “do you know under which circumstances
Gajakeshari Yoga will give result and in which year”, the astrologer replied it is dependent on
Dasha. The Yogi said “That is the limited knowledge of you astrologers. Any yoga has an
activation and fructification period apart from many other methods of fructification.”Later he
repeated that there was no astrologer who had contributed to simple astrology in such a way
that even a village astrologer could use the technique and would be remembered forever. This
made me thinking. Since if we take the top 5 names of the top 5 astrologers in last 100 years of
India, we can’t remember even 5 techniques that they taught that were repetitive, simple, easy to
use and giving the timing of the event successfully in 90% of the cases.When I was taken to my
Nameless Master, he did not even notice I was sitting in the room. On purpose, he displayed a
character that one could easily dislike. Foul Language, abusing the city and commercial
astrologers for the cheating they did to the poor man of India and above all he would hate the
egoist astrologers. He would say those who have developed ego after they have entered
astrology, have a curse on them and that will affect their children very badly. I would sit in the
corner and think isn’t this man (The Nameless Master) himself displaying so much of Ego and
Hatred towards everyone. One day he said Astrology is a Shastra and that is 4th House of the
horoscope, which is the Mother. So, would you, as a child, want a loving and caring Mother, or
an Egoist Self Obsessed Mother.The Teachings & The Nameless OneIt was tough on me to
meet my beloved ‘Nameless Master’, I was jobless, frustrated and depressed and driving in a
petrol car for 4-5 hours to reach him, andon top came the opposition of my parents, which was
especially difficult and a burden on me, financially and mentally. Yet I loved going and watching
him predict. The predictions were most stunning ones I had ever seen and most importantly he
would glance at the horoscope for only one second and predict so and so event in so and so
year, then again, he would glance for one more second and another prediction came out. Twenty
such predictions were minimum on a chart, but most of the times, he would only predict the most
important thing that he felt the person should know, one single prediction. That’s it. When I told
him, that person had travelled for so many hours and then received just a single prediction, then
he would say “when we understand astrology in its spiritual sense, we would only predict what
the person needs to hear to improve his karma and we ought not please the client.” Since he
doesn’t charged money, he could afford to do it. In today’s world of fixed fees, no astrologer can
afford to do so, he would go out of business in days.When he agreed to teach me, he told the



story of the lineage of Bhrighu. The ones who followed the Rishis system were called Bhrighus.
What are these Bhrighu’s, they are the ones who through thousands of years have carried
forward the ‘System of Bhrighu Astrology’. Normally we think Bhrighu astrology is Bhrighu Nandi
Nadi or Bhrighu Nadi but that is not so, if you study the manuscripts of Bhrighu Samhita you
would often wonder by which method the Rishi was predicting, what was his system and it is this
System which is called as Bhrighu Astrology, which is far different than the Nadi’s available. Just
for clarification, think of the Rishi as an astrologer. Now an astrologer uses many systems to
predict and not just one, the same way the Rishis have written several books. If Jamini Rishi
wrote Jaimini astrology it does not mean he did not know Parasari or Prashna or Mundane
Astrology. But the code of the Rishi is his own system of astrology and in this case, it is called
the Bhrighu System of Astrology. This is what the Bhrighu’s carried forward. It contains many
snap shot techniques and several Paddhati’s (methodologies). In the internet when anyone says
he is teaching or practicing Nadi astrology, it means what he has learnt from books mainly but in
the Bhrighu system there are only few in India, I personally know of only a few of these few.The
Nameless One said (what I had already heard elsewhere) that these Bhrighu’s who passed on
the system were very few in numbers, they were always hidden and never practiced astrology.
It’s a code they cannot break. They would meet in groups once a year and share what each of
their masters taught in the system of Bhrighu. But they would not pass it on to even their children
and only pass it on to a student after making him go through an extensive test. And trust me
these tests are not easy, most will run away. Over the years these Bhrighu’s developed ego for
their superior knowledge as what they knew, the best of astrologers did not know, and this lead
to a bigger feeling of not to share, apart from the secrecy code.Master would tell me that ok I will
teach you but if you share you will face deception, since that is the way of the city astrologers.
He would say “astrologers (in general) do not deserve real knowledge, they will instantly use it to
gratify their egos, or for fame or prostitute it. They would show all the hunger to get the
knowledge from you and even make you their Guru but after sometime they would become your
Gurus”. I did not care then about his words but now once in a while when he calls me from
someone’s mobile he only mocks me by saying “How is your back”1.When he would teach
initially he would say just observe my predictions and catch the technique. So after 10 charts of
predictions he would ask so have you caught that one technique that I used repeatedly and I had
no clue. Since he was so shrewd that he would use that technique not on all 10 charts but say in
the 1st, 4th, 7th and 10th. This was frustrating to me as I am not so intelligent but after some
days I started catching it and then he would say “now join1 Here it means the act of stabbing, the
dagger that your student puts in your back.the technique and twist it2” and then I would tell him
the technique, and he would be very proud of me. That look on his face was my only reward.
When a man is having no job for 2 years, money going out, friends and girlfriends desert him,
then that look is like God himself smiling, and saying I love you and you see God in him, you say
to God with tears in your eyes “I love you man.’’And one only feels Divine love, a love that comes
from past life associations only with your Gurus.Later he would use two or three techniques and



ask me to catch the technique and that were confusing times for me, as he would hit me on the
back of the head if I did not catch it. In Maharashtra from where he is, it is called Kanpati (slap
behind the ear) and sometimes he would say “vomit all that you have learnt before you come to
me, what do you think I would teach you for sake of money. I am here to pass on the code to you,
the code of decoding any shloka.” Today I realize what he passed on to me was something most
brilliant that has never been passed on in the history of astrology, but I must be honest there are
many sutras that I just cannot understand, forget decoding them.Often, I tell to my dearest
friends and students especially the ones who have served Saptarishis Astrology Magazine that
before I die you must come 2 hours before that time and I would pass on the code to you. I often
think would it be my family whom I would allow during my last moments or my students, it’s been
a debate in my mind but considering my own horoscope I feel would I even get to see
anyone.Only to two Sishya’s (students) of mine I passed on the Bhrighu Mantra but both back
stabbed me so badly, that I realized that I was not supposed to pass it on. I did it without
permission of my Master and this is what happens when one starts thinking he has become a
Guru. As the ‘Last Book of Astrology’ says in today’s time, there is no Guru as there is no Sishya
left. I have realized that today everyone is a selfmade Guru. One of the reasons today’s students
want to learn from books or classes or YouTube or Facebook is that today our social set up has
degraded, and our egos have risen above, we start learning astrology at age 30 instead of 12,
when our egos are very low. The reason we can’t make anyone a Guru is our egos restrict us
from bowing down, this is 99% of the reason and in Shastra very few can develop on their own
without grace of Guru. Most of us want to give credit to our intelligence and not to the learning
from our Gurus, this is the biggest drawback in today’s life.2 Now I remember the movie “Sultan”
of Salman Khan, where a song says “Modh de uska Panja Re – It means twist his wrist”. One
always has to twist the techniques, its rarely literal and this is the mistake most of us do is what I
have seen even among the best of astrologers.I learnt to do research on my own and not to call
it my own, but to call it my Gurus teachings. Today I see that since 1970s most are interested to
call a technique by the name of themselves and not of the Shastra or their Guru. Can anything
new be created in astrology is the question we need to ask, whatever is there in the Universe is
already discovered and waiting to be re-discovered.Bhrighu Saral Paddhati (BSPs)In the 7-8
years since I revealed BSP in a series of 35 techniques in our magazine, thousands of people
have appreciated it and I am grateful to them. Some have takenit ahead and tested it on
hundreds of charts. In the course on Bhrighu, that our Online Institute teaches, we teach new
methods that are not revealed in this book, but we combine it with several other Paddhati’s
(methodologies) which are complete systems in itself and you require only one technique to
make 12 predictions in 24 seconds. But what we do is we make each participant to submit
homework on each technique that they have tested it on, minimum 5 charts and show its
working, as if they themselves are writing an article. So out of a batch of 100 for each technique
we get around 500 charts. So far, we have finished 4 batches and roughly each technique has
been tested on 1500 charts. Professional and Commercial astrologers worldwide have told us



that their predictive ability has increased many fold and they only require 5 techniques out of the
35 published, and their client is happy now with them.The Way To MasteryThere is only one way
to Master these BSPs, first and foremost take any one technique and test it on 10 charts of
known people. One should know thesenatives intimately, everything about them and their family
members and the lives of their family members and then very carefully observe how the
technique is implementing itself. If this is not followed, one would fail to see how subtly3 this
technique is working. Then the same single technique must be taken on 10 unknown charts, and
prediction must be done. One would succeed in maybe 3 out of 10 cases. Keep on applying this
on the next batch of 10 and then, depending on the expertise in astrology, one can become a
Super Predictor. There is one catch, fundamentals in astrology needs to be super strong and
one needs to be a master of significations of houses and let me tell you, even after 20 years in
astrology one realizes that we know nothing about significations of houses.3 Most techniques
work in a very subtle manner and we fail to notice it and blame the shloka of the Rishi saying it is
not working, we need to have modern interpretation etc, it’s not so in my humble experience. At
one instance we say Rishis never mentioned Outer Planets like Uranus Neptune Pluto and say
Rishi is ever knowing and so if Rishi is ever knowing how come he did not predict about
combinations for IT or Computer industry etc. We fail to see the underlying meaning of the
shloka is what I feel.Houses, Houses, Houses – The KeyMost teachers say to master the
significations of planets, and then go deeper in that. Which is true but I have seen most do not
look at houses. In ouronline courses, I stress more on houses too. Why, you can read below.You
need to know that houses of foreign is not just 7,9,12 houses but also the 1st House for staying
in foreign lands, since Rishi Satyacharya wrote that in Satyachareeyam and even parents
physique for 1st House as per Shambu Hora Prakasha, and wife of nephew as per another
classic. Not to forget our traditional astrologers and one old parampara from west of India takes
10th House for foreign lands. You need to know that servants are not just 6th House but also 3rd
House, since Parasara Rishi wrote that in BPHS Chapter 11 Shloka 3. One should also know
how to predict using BSP and BCP (Bhrighu Chakra Paddathi) at what age what can happen to
ones left cheek, since left cheek is 9th House as per Saravali and 2nd marriage as per Shambu
Hora Prakasha. Debts are not just 6th House but also 10th House as per BPHS and conceiving
is also to be seen from 10th House as per Pullipani Jothidam. Let us deviate for a second and
talk about Combining BCP (Bhrighu Chakra Paddhati) with BSP (Bhrighu Saral Paddhati) which
can be wonderful, but a slight advanced state, so I leave it to the advanced reader. But let’s
assume one have read and mastered my articles on BCP, and then combined it with houses, to
them let me show the brilliancy of this system. For someone having 10th Lord in 8thHouse, with
influence of Jupiter, and one want to predict the 44th year. A person with this placement would
have gifted jewelry to his wife that he took from her in a previous life as dowry and in this life
when he gifted it to her she would have surely said, ‘Dear you have fulfilled my longest desire’.
Why? Since 44th year would be 44 - 36= 8 where the 10th Lord is sitting, and the 10th House is
jewelry or ornaments as per Jataka Parijata whereas Satyacharyeem says 11th House don’t



forget. Such complexities will arise, but astrology is a science of contradictions at the initial level
and one needs a Guru who guides what to use and when to use. Which classic to stick to and in
which area of astrology. In this same combination of 10th Lord in 8th House, one must meet
yogis who will give different combinations for this yoga, which are not to be found in books. They
would say that such a person was a yogi, whose Sadhana (austerities) was broken and in this
year the results of it would come out. Then it can be combined with the Parasari tradition and
that states politics, due to educational institutes. If one predicts that diligently for that 44th year,
and that’s what will come true, provided the whole chart supports that event. But for that one
must be a master at yoga’s. The modern astrologer does not know or go beyond 25 yoga’s, nor
does he wants to know. The backbone of astrology is planets, signs, yoga’s and ascendants but
no one wants to learn it in depth. At the end of this journey I have realized I know almost nothing
about the above four pillars of astrology.The Pantheon of BSPsIn the first set of BSP’s there are
300 BSP’s, I have been able to freely give away 35 of them in the magazine, which is reproduced
here. It has taken me from 2008 to2017, which is roughly 9 years. I lost interest in it midway
many a times due to the backstabbing of selfish astrologers who came and learnt and felt, that
now they have learnt enough and I did not have more to be given. In this some stuck with me and
they got more, like my beloved Yuvraj Ajay Singh and Anuradha Sharda.Two who have served
Saptarishis Astrology with utmost loyalty, accepting all my mistakes and shortcomings. Some
came to learn to use it in their professional practice. Against which nothing can be said, but the
key to mastery is lying in the depth.My only concern is that one can use it for their professional
practice but if one wants to teach it, he must master it in it’s true sense. Like Yuvraj Ajay Singh,
who remembers 75 BSPs by heart, by rote memory. His intention is not to make just money or
fame from BSPs (he does not practice it professionally). Earning money via astrology is not
wrong but if it becomes the sole purpose and aim then it’s not what I approve of. Of single
techniques and articles people create videos these days, without considering the
comprehensiveness of this system. Why they do not make their own works/books free for the
public. I have seen this phenomenon worldwide and as well in the Karnataka region, people
making videos on BSPs without giving due credit. The word Due is very important here, some
give credit just to escape the copyright act and they mention Saptarishis Astrology Magazine as
a passing reference and when I know how much they hate us and despise us, I feel it’s
senselessness. If one does not like a restaurant, why eat from it.The Nameless One & His
StudentSome of you might think, especially the modern young Indian, as to why I am stressing
on Guru and teacher and the attitude that we bring towards astrology.It’s the way of the ancient
and this is an ancient science. Once I was very upset with my Master as to how he used to
behave with his students and I said it to him, you know why you don’t have much students since
you are so rude and foul with them. He said my dear kid, the reason I don’t have many students
is that I don’t want any, and that is a huge difference (I already knew it from long). On one of the
occasions, as a standing example of that statement, a man entered the room along with his wife
and kid, he greeted Master, touched his feet and brought gifts for Master. He said that he had



come to invite Master for his daughter’s wedding. Master did not have emotions and did not even
see the invitation card. After tea had been served, Master said, “How is your Jyotish practice
going on?” The man replied that he had been doing very well and all that he learnt from Master
had served him well and now he came on TV channels and had high profile businessmen and
politicians as his clients. Master asked how many of the techniques he learnt from Master, he
uses in his practice. The man replied around 60 to 70%.Master laughed and said “for the last 10
years you have been pouring venom against me, abusing me” which his other students had
conveyed to Master. The man was taken aback and said that he was sorry. Master said that
“when you don’t like me, how come you are using my techniques? When you do not like a
person and you do not want to even see his face, how does it come that every day of your life
see his face, how does it come that every day of your life 70% you still use these very techniques
every day, so 70% of your earnings from them, your fame and wealth belongs to THESE
TECHNIQUES. My Knowledge that I gave you FREE of cost for which you put some pennies in
front of me by getting some vegetables for me, even the house in which you are living is due to
these techniques. The fame that you have, belongs to these techniques, the clothes that you and
your wife are wearing belongs to them. Even the dowry that you are giving for your daughter’s
marriage comes due to it. Master looked at the young girl who had come for blessings from her
father’s Guru and then said, “before he does your bidayi (giving away ceremony) you should
know who your father is, he is a thankless man. I am a rude and arrogant man, but not
unreasonable. I have rules of my tradition that I broke to teach your father, your father is
shameless and his shameless money feeds you.Such is the rudeness of those who are Ayaris (a
class of people who do not care about anyone, as they have nothing to lose or win, no
belongings to themselves and have left everything to be a semi naked ascetic). They can be
extremely rude, but they are true loving as well.They teach in strange manners, but their
intention is that one learns the classics, learns the sutras. Our lacking is, we want to become an
astrologer in 2 years and start practicing. In olden days, even after 20 years if the student was
not ready, the Master would not give agya, that is the order to start practicing. In today’s world,
we learn for example from some YouTube channel and think we know a lot and can practice after
20 successful predictions. But does that YouTube channel or magazine or book take
responsibility when we fail miserably on a chart, or when someone loses big money due to our
failed misguidance. This is the reason I never practice, neither for free nor paid, as I feel I do not
know astrology. This is what I have realized after so many years in this Shastra.One secret I
leave you with in this journey of BSP’s is, when you start this book, do not leave it till you master
it. Do not leave it for years, leave everything else and just become self-obsessed with it. Only
after years one should have the self-mastery to leave all BSPs in 3 seconds flat. That is the time
when you would have taken astrology to a very high, internal and spiritual growth level.For most,
astrology is a science of predictions, but it never was. For most today it is about getting fame and
money, but in actual we must wash the feet of our client as they are giving us an opportunity to
clear out debts towards them. Instead of they paying us, we should pay them, even if they pay us



that money or not, should not be important for us, we should only wish good for them and most
important we should pray that they get at least 10% better as a human being. Spirituality is not
about reciting mantras, but about becoming as much better human as possible. I may not be a
good human being but I am passing on what I learnt from my Gurus to you. Think this way, there
is an old saying what you preach you must follow, now can the reverse be true, what you don’t
follow you should not preach. Suppose you smoke or drink so do you not have the right to stop
someone from smoking or drinking. Would a father who is smoking or drinking take a cigarette
and give it to his 15 year old child, no one would. Even if he is an abusive smoker he would not
allow others to follow him.For the astrologers who want internal growth, they must only realize
that Astrology is just an Excuse to once again meet their most beloved love one, which is their
Guru. When your face physically changes to that of your Guru, you would realise that your life is
complete now and your sadhana is complete.This is what it has been for me, and may it be for
you too.May The Force Be With You. Saptarishis Astrology Magazine44 From time immemorial
the horoscope of Shri Ram has been controversial among astrologers, some take Rahu in 3rd
house and some take Rahu in 6H, some take Sun in 10H exalted and some take Sun in Pisces
in 9H. In the charts used of Shri Ram the planet Sun is shown in 10H in Mesha, these articles
were published in the year 2008, later we did a video interview of Shri K N Rao in 2016 where he
has shown why Sun should be in the 9H in Pisces. One must take the word of Rao Saheb as
final. In order not to distort what we earlier wrote in 2008 we have not altered those articles. The
spirit of the technique is what is more important than the post mortem analysis on a wrong
horoscope. The video of Shri K N Rao on Shri Rams chart and Shri Krishnas chart can be
viewed here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSrL8fNWAmk or readers can go to
youtube.com and in search type K N Rao on Shri Rams Chart, similarly do a search on K N Rao
on Shri Krishnas chart.BSP-1: Shani’s Previous Lives HouseWherever Saturn sits he creates
Ups & Down in the 4th house from it, in minimum any one signification of that house.yyThis
becomes his Karmic House called as “Shani’s Previous Lives House”;y yHe will first create Up &
then Down in the significations of the house or at times even the reverse, basically he will Create
Fluctuations.In order to get the exact import of the above, Indians should remember it in Hindi
“Shani apne chauthe ghar mein Uchh Neech Karega, us ghar ke kisi ek bath ko bigade ga ya
sarvanash karega”.Chart 1: Lord RamaBSP-1: Without getting into details of the Sun being in
Pisces etc. as per a shloka & other details of the authenticity of the chart1, let’s take this chart
which, from time immemorial, is the accepted chart. We’ll concentrate on where Saturn is
placed: it is in the 4th house. The 4th from it is the 7H of marriage which becomes “Saturn’s
Karmic House”. His marriage life was filled with huge ups & downs and he had to let go of his
wife Sita Mata on the basis of suspicion. Over there Mars the 5L of children is placed – he had to
fight a battle with his own children. Mars is also the 10L of father & Karma: he had to fight a huge
war with Ravana. 7H is the house of pada prapti/position, he was to sit on the throne of his
Ayodhya Kingdom but instead got exiled for many years of roaming in the forest. When we learn
astrology, everyone teaches us that Jupiter’s aspect will save the house it aspects. One can see



that the aspect of exalted Jupiter along with Moon could not save this 7H & the planet Mars in it
due to Saturn’s 4th influence. This shows that Saturn implements itself in the 4th from it and
creates ups & downs in one’s life.Chart 2: Indira Gandhi1 The 18th Sargam of Balakandam of
Shrimad Valmiki Ramayanam says ‘Ascendant in Cancer, Sun in Aries, Moon in Cancer, Mars in
Capricorn, Mercury in Aries, Jupiter in Cancer, Venus in Pisces, Saturn in Libra, Rahu in
Sagittarius, Ketu in Gemini.’There is a reference in Brihad Yogratnakar (p. 41) which gives the
position of Buddh in Taurus in 11H. Venus and Ketu are in 9H as per late Pt. Bhojraj Dwivedi.
Knowing very well that suddenly Lord Rama’s chart has become controversial as compared to
what was followed previously, we give an Appendix which deviates from the topic of this article
to instigate scholars to probe deeper. – Special Thanks to Neelam Gupta, Delhi.BSP-1: Natal
Saturn occupies the 1H, the 4th from it being “Saturn’s Karmic House” – that is the 4H of mother,
throne, grihast ashram (home life). You can see that she lost her mother at a young age, she lost
her throne in a most shameful manner, her home life was destroyed – husband away and died
early, daughter-in-law biggest enemy. The lord of her 4th House is a Venus, a woman & placed in
the 6H of enemies with Rahu (secret enemies). Can you imagine the back stabbing she has
faced in her life & her revolt against is what gave her the name Iron Lady Of India.Chart 3:
Jawaharlal NehruBSP-1: How do you predict the most important thing in this person’s life from
his chart: that ‘his future generations will get destroyed’ (Iski Aane Wali peedeya barbadh
hojayegi). Now see the 4th from Natal Saturn becomes “Saturn’s Karmic House” which is the 5H
of love affairs and children. We all know what the 5H of affairs stands in this chart.Now see the
5H is children: see his daughter’s life was only full of tensions & so was her end – Beant Singh
shot her thrice using his side-arm and Satwant Singh fired twentytwo rounds into her using a
Sten submachine gun.Most important over there sitting in the Saturn’s Karmic House is Sun who
is the natural significator for “Lineage” & here 2L of family; we all know the Cursed Life & End of
his whole Lineage. Saturn’s Karmic House makes all this reading simple & in a second.Chart 4:
Worm in Brain – Posted on Forum Msg 16809This was posted on astro forums of a man with
worm in brain since 5 years.“ Pranam,Sir, I come across a chart his name is Sumit & his dob is
22/07/1979 t.o.b 14:47, Ludhiana (Pb). Sir, he is in great financial problems these days. I apply
dwisaptati sama dasa in his chart & find its starts in 16-12-1999. In 2000 he found worm in his
brain. He took medicine for it for about 5 years. Is it all due to chaturdasi birthor curse on Guru.
Will you please prescribe some remedies for this guy”.BSP-1: Saturn is in 10H with Rahu
(remedy won’t be found) and the 4th from it is the 1H of brain which becomes “Saturn’s Karmic
House”. Rahu is a snake; a worm also moves like a snake. Saturn spoils the 4H from it: the 1H of
brain and also aspects its lord Mars by its 10th aspect.Now the question to be asked is when
would the problem occur, this is the tricky part. In our short experience of timing this method, we
have found that at times when Tr Saturn aspects “Saturn’s Karmic House” the event is triggered,
which can happen many times in Saturn’s round of 30 years.The mail mentions that in year 2000
native found a worm in his brain. If we assume it is after May 2000, then Tr Saturn is in Taurus
activating the 1H – Saturn’s Karmic House and its lord Mars.Chart 5: Coiled Birth Data from L.C,



CroatiaFriend from Croatia writes: she is so talented for music, and she played violoncello,
teachers from Russia, USA called her willing to pay for her scholarship, but no, she found some
drug addict, aggressive man, got pregnant and has a daughter now. For one side she seems so
talented but when you come to logic or reason - she seems dumb.... Like until some 11 or 12
years of life she was like grown person, then got into puberty, she ran from home when she was
16 years old, parents didn’t know a full year where she is or is she alive or not - she broke all
connections with family.BSP-1: See Saturn is in the 1H and 4th from it is the 4H of “Saturn’s
Karmic House”. Now what is 4H? It is the house of Griahast Ashram & Sukha Stana (happiness),
you can see both are destroyed with lots of Ups & Downs in that area of one’s life.Timing: The
above mail says when she was 16 years (2002) old she ran away from home – then Tr Saturn
was in the 7H of Ta aspecting the 4H which is our ‘Saturn’s Karmic House’ and the event got
triggered.Chart 6: Sarah, Duchess of YorkShe was married to Prince Andrew, on 7/23/1986. It
was hoped that marriage to fiery Fergie would tame him but they played hard together and
separately, and parted on 3/19/1992. An official palace announcement of their divorce came on
4/16/1996.BSP-1: Saturn in the 3H destroys the 6H which is 4th from it thereby becoming
“Saturn’s Karmic House”. Now here Moon, lord of 10H of sukha of marriage (happiness of
marriage) is placed – right in the 6h is the house of divorce & separation: this is what we should
not forget.Timing: Now see the marriage ended on 19th Mar 1992 when Tr Saturn was in
Capricorn, aspecting the Karmic House in her case (6H) & sukha of marriage Moon, and also
4th from Tr Sat will be the 7H of marriage, thereby bringing Ups and then Down in her marriage
life.Chart 7: Loni Anderson, American ActressShe had an early marriage to Salesman Bruce
Hasselberg that lasted three months and produced a daughter, Deidra Hoffman, in 1965. Her
second marriage was to actor Ross Bickell on 1/28/1974; the marriage lasted for seven years.
After six years together, she married Burt Reynolds on 4/29/1988 which was her 3rd marriage. In
January 1994, they entered a bitter divorce battle with custody and money fights. Reynolds in
turn flaunted his extramarital affair and accused her of being a lousy mother. In her book,
Anderson does not conceal the history of her own love life, including an affair with actor John
Gavin and a romance that developed into a sex addiction for her former WKRP co-star Gary
Sandy. In 2008 she married Bob Flick.BSP-1: 4th from Saturn which is “Saturn’s Karmic House”
becomes the 2H of family life and Jupiter placed there is the 5L of love and 8L of scandals &
sustenance of marriage. So ups and downs in these areas of life have been confessed. She had
4 marriages and 3 divorces; one can see that Saturn’s Karmic House is the sign Virgo, the
natural sign of divorces.Timing: During her second marriage divorce in 1981 Tr Saturn was in
Virgo her Karmic House, during break up with Burt Reynolds on Jan 1994, Tr Saturn was in Aq in
her 7H of marriage throwing 75% aspect on natal Saturn & full Nadi aspect on the 2H of Saturn’s
Karmic House. For this Saturn’s Nadi aspect method, readers may kindly refer to C. S. Patel’s
books Nadi & Navamsa, Sagar Publications.Chart 8: Mafia Don, Louis FerranteMr. Patheya
wrote on forums ‘I have partial data about a person who has erstwhile been a notorious mafia
don belonging to the infamous Gambino family crime network. As per the sources I have



collected on him, it was by mid-90s that law and the FBI caught up with him and he was given a
10 years’ sentence.’ His time of birth is via birth certificate in his hand as per our personal email
correspondence with him.BSP-1: Natal Saturn is in the 7H and “Saturn’s Karmic House”
becomes the 10H of ones karma or profession. as you can see from above, there are Ups &
Downs in those areas of his life.Chart 9: Huge Family Wealth at stakeThe native is a dedicated
astrologer & businessman. His father’s partner has siphoned off 500 odd crores of their wealth
($100 million dollars).BSP-1 : Natal Saturn is in the 11H and “Saturn’s Karmic House” would be
the 2H which is the 4th from it. 2H is the house of family & wealth and here at stake is the family’s
wealth. He has been advised to take a dry coconut (khopra), cut the top part, mix dry wheat flour
& sugar & fill the dry coconut, then put the lid back on. Then to take this to the west of his house
and, wherever he finds a tree, to dig a little & bury this coconut covering it with a very small layer
of mud. The remedy is of Saturn & gotten by our mentor from a very old pandit whose
predictions were most accurate & a pious man. This flour & sugar will be eaten by black ants
who are represented by Saturn in Indian astrology. If the above ritual can not be done, then one
should just feed sugar molecules to ants.Something must be said here which has not been
mentioned by others. Astrologers often say Saturn delivers one’s karma but which karma? No
one says. From the above notes, if one knows the person of the above chart’s life, one can easily
make out why Saturn is causing trouble, and whether a bad event is a result of bad karma
fromsome previous birth or this present birth from the placement of Saturn & Saturn’s Karmic
House but this must not be explained here as it can hurt a lot of people’s sentiments. What can
be said though is how to guide yourself and your clients.Guidance: Where you see Saturn
placed in a chart, that house & it’s Karmic House, you must advise clients not to create any new
bad karma on these 2 houses especially as if this is done, Tr Saturn will ignite in good time and
this will be havoc time. For past karma one can resort to remedial measures but, in Saturn’s
case, mantras work less effectively as compared to real karma of helping others & keeping a
pure heart (note heart). Unfortunately, astrologers who sell mantras in their consultations do not
reveal this to amateur astrologers & clients.BSP-2: Jupiter’s Previous Lives House“Wherever
Jupiter sits he creates Ups & Down in the 10th & 6th from it, in minimum any one significations of
that house”.yyThis becomes his Karmic House called as “Jupiter’s Previous Lives House”;yyHe
will first create Up & Down in the significations of the house which means fluctuations;yyHe will
destroy atleast one thing of that house.In order to get the exact import of the above, Indians
should remember it in hindi “Guru apne dasve or chathe ghar mein Uchh Neech Karvayega, us
ghar ke kisi ek bath ko bigade ga ya sarvanash karega”.Chart 1: Maryada PurushottamaBSP-2
(10th from Jupiter): Jupiter is exalted in the 1st House, 10th from this Jupiter is the 10H & this
becomes ‘Jupiter’s Karmic House’. 10th house is Rajya (kingdom) and father, for the sake of his
father’s honor, Rama abandoned his claim to Kosala’s throne to serve an exile of fourteen years
in the forest.10H is the house of sukha of one’s marriage (happiness of one’s marriage being 4th
from the 7th) and his marriage life was greatly spoilt with Sri Rama having to leave his wife on
Agni Pariksha.Just for scholars, this Gajakeshari Jup is no doubt powerful but it is 6L of dispute



& 9L of father (or separation from father for those who take 10H as father) so when this Jup
ignites the 10th from it what will happen, if he separates from his father his father dies, and that
is what happened King Dasaratha died the very next day when Rama was separated from his
kingdom (10H from Jupiter)BSP-2 (6th from Jupiter): Jup in Asc so th from Jupiter is the 6H of
enemies & separation, those who know Ramayana know this was the main theme of his life that
made him famous too. See 6H has Rahu, Rahu means demon (rakshah) and his enemy Ravana
who abducted his wife was the King of Demons (Rakshash). As our postulate says 6th from
Jupiter is destroyed, Shri Ram finally destroyed the Ravana King.One is tempted to mention
here for the sake of spiritual enthusiasts that Rama is made up of “Ra” + “ama” which means
light coming from within, hence it is recommended by all that repetition of name of Shri Ram is
enough to solve all problems of life as light is shown from within. In the interpretation of Adi
Sankara’s commentary, translated by Swami Tapasyananda of the Ramakrishna Mission, Rama
has two meanings: the Supreme Brahman who is the eternally blissful Spiritual Self in whom
yogis delight or the One who out of his own will assumed the enchanting form of Rama, the son
of Dasaratha.Chart 2: Worm in Brain – Posted on Forum Msg 16809This was posted on astro
forums of a man with worm in brain since 5 years.Pranam,Sir I come across a chart his name is
sumit & his dob is 22/07/1979 t.o.b 14:47, Ludhiana (Pb). Sir he is in greatfinancial problems
these days. I apply dwisaptati sama dasa in his chart & find its starts in 16-12-1999. In2000 he
found worm in his brain. He took medicine forit for about 5 years. Is it all due to chaturdasi birth
or curse on Guru. Will you plz some remedies for this guy.BSP-2 (10th from Jupiter): the 10th
from Jupiter is the 6H of disease making it “Jupiters Karmic House” & you can see that he has a
disease, this happening in the sign of Aries which as per Natural Zodiac (Naisargik Kundali) is
brain of the body, its lord Mars aspects the Asc which also denotes brain.BSP-2 (6th from
Jupiter): 6th from Jup would be the 2H of wealth & family & prestige in native’s life. This would
translate into the native facing financial difficulties as 2H is affected. You can see that the mail
from the gentleman says he is in great financial problems.Timing: The mail did not mention the
month but just the year of discovery of worm in brain as 2000, one can notice that till June 2000
Tr Jupiter was in Aries which is our Jupiter’s Karmic House thereby triggering the event.Chart 3:
Coiled Birth Data from L.CFriend from Croatia writes: Saturn in 1H – she is so talented for music,
and she played violoncello, teachers from Russia, USA called her willing to pay for her
scholarship, but, no, she found some drug addict, aggressive man, got pregnant and has
daughter now. For one side she seems so talented but when you come to logic or reason – she
seems dumb... Like until some 11 or 12 years of life she was like grown person, then got into
puberty, she ran from home when she was 16 years old, parents didn’t know a full year where
she is or is she alive or not - she broke all connections with family.BSP-2 (10th from Jupiter):
“Jupiters Karmic House” would be the 1H of one’s Full Life, you can see from the note that
though she is talented her life is finished in a way, in the 1H Saturn the 3L of talents & skill sets &
playing instruments (hands is 3H) is placed and when 5L of love Jupiter entered her life this was
over thereby showing that Jupiter’s 10th aspect destroys the “Jupiters Karmic House”.BSP-2 (6th



from Jupiter): This would be the 9H of bhagya (prosperity) & marriage, there AL (Emerged Self)
& GL (Name Fame) is placed and its lord Moon is placed in the 2H of family, which means this
Jupiter will destroy the life of this family and subsequent name fame money she would have
achieved if she had gone to USA with paid scholarship. Now see what friend wrote in first place
“parents didn’t know a full year where she is or is she alive or not – she broke all connections
with family”.Now use Bhrighu Chakra Paddathi as outlined in Vol. 3 Aug 2008 issue, friend writes
16th year, we wrote back and double checked if it happened before she finished her 16th year
she said yes, rotate the Bhrighu Chakra (wheel) and 16th year would be 4th House where
Jupiter is placed, see Bhrighu Saral Paddathi (BSP-2) matches with BCP method also
here.Timing: In her 16th year that is Oct 2001 to Oct 2002 Tr Jupiter was in Gemini, use BCP-2,
6th from it is 1H of “Natal Jupiter’s Karmic House” and 10th from Tr Jup is 5H of love, she fell in
love and her whole life down the drain.Chart 4: Sarah, Duchess of YorkShe was married to
Prince Andrew, on 7/23/1986. It was hoped that marriage to fiery Fergie would tame him but they
played hard together and separately, and parted on 3/19/1992. An official palace announcement
of their divorce came on 4/16/1996.BSP-2 (10th from Jupiter): “Jupiters Karmic House” would
become the 11H of Leo where Venus (love) is placed. Leo is natural sign of affairs &
relationships (remember King-Leo will always have many wives or a concubine) where Venus
the 8L of sustenance of marriage and scandals is placed, so Natal Jupiter destroys the
sustenance of marriage and creates scandal.BSP-2 (6th from Jupiter): This would be the 7H of
marriage whose lord has gone with Mer, someone would have been promiscuous.Timing: She
separated from Prince Andrew on 19th Mar 1992, now on that day Tr Jup was on 13 Leo close to
her natal Venus in sign of Leo which is our “Jupiter’s Karmic House” & 6th from Tr Jup is 4th
house of Home which got destroyed (Grihast Ashram Jo Tuta gaya).Wisdom (Dhi): One needs to
interpret the rules not verbatim that Jupiter in 2H will create break in marriage, we have charts
with Jup in 2H and there has been a lot of friction in marriage but at the same time the natives
fight a lot with others – remember 7h is house of relationships with others too & 2nd child etc
etc.Chart 5: Loni AndersonShe had an early marriage to Salesman Bruce Hasselberg that lasted
three months and produced a daughter, Deidra Hoffman, in 1965. Her second marriage was to
actor Ross Bickell on 1/28/1974; the marriage lasted for seven years. After six years together,
she married Burt Reynolds on 4/29/1988 which was her 3rd marriage. In January 1994, they
entered a bitter divorce battle with custody and money fights. Reynolds in turn flaunted his
extramarital affair and accused her of being a lousy mother. In her book, Anderson does not
conceal the history of her own love life, including an affair with actor John Gavin and a romance
that developed into a sex addiction for her former WKRP co-star Gary Sandy. In 2008 she
married Bob Flick.BSP-2 (10th from Jupiter): Natal Jup in 2H so Jupiters Karmic House
becomes 11H of affection & affairs of your husband. She had 4 marriages and 3 divorces, one
can see that in Jupiter’s Karmic House there is 7L Saturn & Venus & Rahu & Moon, she had 4
marriages & known to us in one of them promiscuity was an issue (11H).BSP-2 (6th from
Jupiter): Would be 7H of marriage, no doubt it got destroyed.Timing: During her second



marriage divorce in 1981 Tr Jupiter was on natal Jupiter thereby activating Jupiters Karmic
Houses & in Jan 1994 with the much scandalized break up with Burt Reynold Tr Jupiter was in
3H of Libra and 6th from it is the 8H of scandals & sustenance of marriage & 10th from it is 12H
of secret affairs – all came out.Chart 6: Huge Family Wealth at Stake The native is dedicated
astrologer & businessman, his father’s partner has siphoned off 500 odd crores of their wealth
($100 million dollars).BSP-2 (10th from Jupiter): “Jupiter’s Karmic House” would be the 2H of
family & wealth – is that not effected/ destroyed, lord of which Moon goes into 10H of father, it is
fathers wealth.BSP-2 (6th from Jupiter): it would be again 10H of profession where 2L of familys
wealth is placed along with Mars the 6L of service, he works in his fathers business and has to
see the partner daily, that man who has cheated his family so much & is a relative (6H of
relatives).Chart 7: Jack WelchBSP-2 (10th from Jupiter): is 9H of fortune & boss, now over there
moon is placed the 8L of disappointments & darkness in life and the 8th lord of action of
competitor (3rd from 6H), so this Jupiter his lagna lord has destroyed the competitors (it aspects
6H too) and the action of them thereby making him super success when he became Boss (9H)
of G.E.Chart 8: Major Accident10th from Jupiter is 8H of accidents, there Ketu (accident karaka)
& A5 (child) is sitting & 6th from Jup is 4H of vehicles. 30 yrs back major accident and was
hospitalized for more than 3 years with more than 8 operations within one year. In the accident 5
people in car, one person died, one persons leg dislocated till now, the woman’s husband also
got major injuries. This accident happened 6-7 months before the birth of the son of the lady,
now co-related A5, bacha hoga accident hoga (child comes in and accident happens). This is
how you combined 10th from Jupiter & Arudhas.Chart 9: Christopher ReeveBSP-2 (10th from
Jupiter): Is 7H of marriage and there Rahu is placed, after he had accident what marriage
happiness do u think the person would have had, there Rahu the 8L of chronic diseases and
chronic accidents is placed, that is effected by this retro Jupiter activating its Karmic House.Now
the worst part of Indian astrology & we hate revealing it, if he activates his 7H of marriage then
rahu the 8L of Chronic accidents will happen, see he got married in 1992 and terrible accident in
1995 on 27th May.BSP-2 (6th from Jupiter): Will be the 3H of movement, travel, sports (karma of
sports - 6H) and supplement house of 6H of accidents, there 3 planets placed in the 6th sign of
virgo, the natural badhak house, while doing competition he had this non fatal yet crippling
accident. See health karaka and lord of A6 Sun is placed in the 3H which is being damaged by
Jupiter, incidentally the dasa was of Sun-Jup on 27th May 1995, this happened within 5 days of
starting of Jupiter antar, did not Jupiter deliver the promise of Jupiters Karmic House.Chart 10:
Goode III, Arthur FrederickAmerican homicidal homosexual pederast pedophile, a borderline
retard and schizophrenic.Now see Jupiter sits in the 8H of Death (note the word death) & 10th
from it is the 5H of children with Mer in it & Mer is the young prince in astrology (children). Now
read this On 3/05/1976, the nude body of nine-year-old Jason VerDow was found, sexually
assaulted and strangled. Goode kidnapped Billy Arthes on 3/15/76 and kidnapped Kenneth
Dawson, 11, on 3/20/76. He tortured and sexually abused Dawson, then strangled him to death
while forcing Arthes to watch. Apprehended before he killed Arthes, he was sentenced to death



on 3/21/1977 in the electric chair. The execution was carried out 4/05/1984, Starke, FL.Test it in
the charts of 20 people you know and within 15 minutes their life story will come out with BSP-1
& 2. At the same time old astrologers know that there is a price one pays when one starts doing
astrology, I guess they speak of these two houses that get effected when one does too much of
activation of Jupiter if, repeating if one does Jupiter type of astrology, if it is Rahu oriented
astrology then obviously there are different houses.BSP-3 & 4: Saturn “I am the Law”
methodBSP-3: Wherever Saturn sits, he becomes Judge Dredd or Emperor (Shahenshah) and
he shouts “I Am The Law”.It is that house where:yyKarma is unfinished & you ‘Need’ to finish it;
yyYou will or can make mistakes concerning significations of that house;yyYou will be Judged for
your mistakes – there is no 99% in this.If the Universal Law is not followed in that house, Saturn
will destroy that house as He is the LawBSP-4: Wherever Saturn sits he “Spoils/ Destroys/
Activates” one of the significations of the house 2nd house from it. That He passes on the
judgment of this house (where he is placed) on to the 2nd house from it.BackGround on BSP 4
& Its Importance: 1. The technique outlined in BSP 4 was first learned by us in the passing in just
one line from an astrologer whom we fondly called the “Guaranteed Astrologer” about whom we
had written in KNRs “Jyotish List”. To write in brief about him, well we were sent to him by mentor
who knew him since 20 years and after seeing our chart he said “after 10 months you would get
job, these are the 4 dates in that month, out of which for 2 I take guarantee”. As he was the only
astrologer who took guarantee for his prediction we called him the “Guaranteed
Astrologer”.Mentor had sent us to him so that we could learn from him and unfortunately we
could learn nothing, but a great fondness for him was there and so far in our experience he has
been the greatest predictor we ever met, the purpose of our appreciating this astrologer to this
extent is not to undermine any other persons competence which we know can be higher than
even this level of excellence which unfortunately has stayed beyond our reach. He died on 31 st
Aug 2007, the same month & year beloved C S Patel died.This astrologer always had a cigarette
lit and would speak in his accent which was undecipherable, he would go on and on predicting
and after one hour one would had to stop him. He never used anything apart from Rasi Chart &
Moon Asc chart, no divisional’s, didn’t spend more than 5 minutes on a chart before he blurted
everything out, did his Vimshottari dasa calculations by hand and his writing was
undecipherable like his speech.He was the astrologer of some celebrities including Amitabh’s
daughter and in front of mentor he had predicted the exact date of gain of Chief Ministership
position to one of the most powerful Chief Ministers of India & the CM had replied to the
guaranteed astrologer that it’s impossible since“Iron Lady is not considering me at the moment”.
We can go on with his Bollywood clientele lists but the reason he is the “Hero of Heroes” is he
read only 1 book in English by a famous writer, 4-5 issues of an English astro magazine & then
threw it, never had a single astro book in his house and he resorted to only Hindi Ephemeris and
learnt astrology from the ephemeris & through the greatest guru“Observation”.His rules of
prediction were far different from normal astrology but it worked like the wind & far more
astonishingly than anything we have known. A true Eklavya1 of Jyotish he proved his mettle and



even though he smoked and drank but was far better a human being than most of us. He was
one of the 2 astrologers whom we met so far who offered money to a jobless client.One of the
most important rules of mentor is never to talk or write about or take names of people who are
dead, maybe because ones soul’s journey should carry on and memories or desires of people
still on earth should not act as an attachment in bringing the soul back. But since it is the issue of
giving credit we have referred to his nick name though breaking mentors rule for which he may
kindly forgive upon reading this.2. Later we learnt same method from another source & that it
was a Bhrighu Technique, but since we heard it first from the guaranteed astrologer this must be
dedicated to him.3. Three months ago when we were discussing BSP 1 & 2 with our beloved
friend Shanmukha and told him about this BSP-4 technique, he immediately retorted that in rural
coastal Andhra Pradesh (this state is known for developing astrology phenomenally like Kerala
in India) the village astrologers use this technique and he said they almost ignore the other 3, 7,
10 aspects of Saturn and give major importance to Saturn’s 2nd aspect.Having given due credit
and importance let us see the logic behind it.Logic of Saturn’s 1stH aspect & 2ndH aspect he
issue with any logic in astrology is it need not be accepted and this is the reason Strict Gurus
never teach others students and never write in magazines as they are content with themselves
and do not want uninvited criticism as it is the job of most wannabe scholars to only criticize. At
times1 Publisher: Eklavya is a character in Mahabharatha the epic from India where the student
did not have a physical guru but only in mental form. The Guaranteed astrologer’s techniques
have been quietly given in the first 3 volumes of SA in the palm leaf sections, which is after the
articles, for readers to read & test aggressively; whenever you would find a strange rule in the
palm leaf section you would know it’s him though it has been observed that many miss his
methods.there is only philosophical logic that the teacher might be aware of. In our lecture on
26th Jan 2009 in Ahmadabad city where nearly 20 BSP methods were revealed among 200
astrology students including 50 stalwarts, the question put to us strongly was to reveal the logic2
of each method. In BSP 1 & 2, one can give exact logic 2 and even show its decoding from
Parasara’s BPHS with the exact shloka from it, but if one does that then people might think the
attempt is to show to the world that previous Gurus have not learnt BPHS till date and that
should never be our intention.When it comes to BSP 3 & 4 let’s visit a Puranic Story that all of us
know about.PuranasWhen Lord Ganapathi was created by Mother Parvati, she invited all the
Gods to visit and bless the child Ganapathi. When Saturn was standing in the queue with his
head down he was asked by Parvati as to why he is not seeing Ganapthi and blessing him, then
Saturn advised her that his sight is cursed and it would bring calamity on Lord Ganapathi.
Goddess Parvati forced him to see and we know the story of how Ganapathi lost his head.What
is to be learnt is Saturn signifies sorrow, grief as he carries the bagof one’s bad karma (good too
and this is the key) and where he (the house he is placed in) there this will come and being an
orderly gentleman he would want you to bring to order the significations of the house he is
placed in. This is BSP-3. Now as soon as he starts moving his head up in order to move forward,
he would look at the house next to himself as that’s the path of his journey, so he looks up to the



2nd house hence he destroys that house too but if our karma is good he will not cause harm and
this is where you would find the technique not working and thus you judge how the planet is
behaving irrespective of shadbalas etc.2 Bhrighu’s work is far older than Parasara’s BPHS or
Jaimini Astrology as per many.Astro Logic adesathi means when Tr Saturn moves into the 12th
house to ones natal moon, then on natal moon and then next to natal moon – covering 3 houses.
As per most authorities this is the worst period in native’s life. So let’s assume that Saturn is in
12th house from natal Moon, now what is this 12th house it is ‘house of loss & also comforts’
and being 12thfrom Moon it signifies loss of one’s mental happiness, when will this happen
when there are troubles of the worst kind, now who is causing this it is Saturn, which means
Saturn where he sits (12th from moon) is causing loss and discomforts and harming the 2nd
from it – which is moon, the mental happiness which means everything. Thus the logic of BSP-4
is gotten that Saturn spoils and destroys the 2nd from it provided other factors don’t intervene.
The logic of BSP 3 can be derived from Tr Saturn on natal moon – it causes high grief, only when
there is unfinished karma we get punished by Saturn. Ofcourse there is more to ‘this sade sati
method’ and it must be reserved for another article in order to not lose focus. If you observe this
way of looking at Sadesati it has not been revealed so far and if you reread it couple of times you
would get a far bigger key to decode other shlokas. Let’s now test BSP-3 & 4 on nine
charts.Chart 1: Maryada Purushottama – Lord Shree RamHow do you tell in an instant the life
story of a native upon seeing his chart, it is Saturn at times who shows it to you in an instant at
times?BSP 3: Where Saturn sits their karma is remaining. As explained in Nov 2008 issue
containing BSP 1, we are taking the traditional chart of Ram and not going into the varieties.
Now see Saturn is in the 4H of throne and mother, he had to let go of his throne due to his step
mother, in one sec anyone can corelate his life story which does not mean everyone with Saturn
in 4H will have same story, it only means he had pending karma towards his step mother and by
obeying her wishes he let go of the throne and finished his karma there. Now 4H is the house of
chastity and he was forced to publicly question as a king the chastity of his wife and not as a
husband it is said. Consequently, Sita Mata had to undergo the fire test. It was this same Saturn
sitting in the 4H which showed the pending karma in terms of Chastity issues, incidentally Saturn
signifies the working class or one’s servants and Lord Ram did this action when he heard a
washer man couple (Libra) talking about Sita’s chastity. Now what will be the result of this action
of questioning the chastity of a woman (Saturn in 4H), where will the result go, it will go into the
house 2nd from it and that is the reason if one does mistake in issues where Saturn sits the 2nd
house from it is destroyed. The 2nd house from the 4H is the house of love and one’s children
and gains from marriage (11th from 7th), and consequently Shree Ram had to suffer the
consequence of his wife leaving him, losing his love (5th house of love) and losing his children
(5H of children) and at the same time later on had to fight his children in battle. Can you imagine
a father fighting his own children and now knowing they are his own children?Chart 2: Indira
GandhiNatal Saturn is in the 1H of self, her life was a sorrow and she did what Saturn does best
serve people. She slept only for 4 hrs a day and rest she devoted to people. Where Saturn sits



there karma is unfinished and karma is left to be done, Saturn sits in the sign of Cancer, the sign
of mother, she almost became Mother India and at times cold (Saturn). Saturn destroys the 2nd
from it, and the 2nd from it is the 2nd house of family, her family life was destroyed, living
separately from her husband, finally her husband died at a early age, in her family she had 2
children one got killed in air crash, 2nd blown to pieces by terrorists what family life is left. In
conclusion 1 st house is body and 2nd house is maraca sthana (death house) she herself (self-
body) got the worst death in terms of physical death.Chart 3: Jawaharlal Nehru (1889-1964)
Saturn sits in 2 nd house of family; he almost had no family life. His family consisting of daughter
married against his wishes to a man from out of his community. In India till now this is prevalent.
His family consisting of daughter and grandchildren suffered the worst death. Now use BSP-4,
Saturn destroys one of the significations of the 2nd house from it which is the house of brothers
and sisters. In olden & even current India, one desire’s only brothers and no sisters as one
needs to pay dowry for the sisters and the pressure of getting your sister married is too much on
brothers and family. So desire is for brothers but Saturn sitting in 2H has destroyed one of the
significations of the 3H which is brothers and he had no brother, next one of his two sisters did
not get along with him. Next see which is the planet in the 2 nd from Saturn, it is Mars, who is this
Mars significator of siblings, his siblings never could make it as big as him (Nehru). Now this
Mars is 5L of children and love affairs and 10L of career, so one of it would be destroyed or
altered. He was a lawyer by profession and his career changed into being a freedom fighter not
what a wealthy father who was in the good books of the Britisher’s would want for his son. Mars
being 5L of children is spoilt by Saturn whose 2nd aspect falls on it and his daughters end was
terrible. Mars is also 5L of love, being spoilt by 8L of scandals Saturn through his 2 nd aspect,
his relationship with Lady Mountbatten was frowned upon.3rd house is the house of initiative,
where Mars (initiative, aggression, army general) is placed being destroyed by 2nd aspect of
Saturn. It was during the Chinese Invasion of India in the 60s, Nehru was accused by many of
not having the initiative to give them a bitter3fight and drive them out. Famous journalist Arun
Shourie writes India’s crushing rout in 1962 hastened the death of Nehru, “a fervent patriot,”
according to Shourie, who “misled himself and thereby brought severe trauma upon the country,
a country that he loved and served with such ardour”. The defeat transformed Nehru from a
world statesman to a beaten, shattered politician.Chart 4: Sarah, Duchess of York
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Sathya, “It's a masterpiece in vedic astrology. A must read .... It's a masterpiece in vedic
astrology. A must read for vedic astrology lovers. my special gratitude and thanks to Sunil John
sir. Requesting Saptarishis astrology team to release more of astrology classics in Kindle
edition.”

Neel, “A must-read for any student of astrology.. A book full of secrets and never-heard before
techniques. What makes the book stand out is that the author is also a very good teacher. He
takes the reader step by step in a very easy-to-follow method of understanding the techniques.
Waiting for more of his books to be available on Kindle.”

Ashish Verma, “Rare Gem. Rare Gem by Sunil John, Fanstastic book..”

Sundar Rajan, “Advanced Techniques in Astrology. Bhrighu Saral Paddathi published by
Saptarishi Publications is a book in advanced Vedic Astrology in the nadi tradition and is meant
for those who are already well grounded in Parashari Astrological system. It consists of a series
of predictive techniques that link grahas and houses in which they are posited, with a specific
age of the native when specified results are set to fructify. The authors of the book have tested
the techniques on horoscopes given as illustrations and have shown how Maharshi Bhrighu's
paddhati works. This is not a regular text book on astrology but a text on insightful techniques to
be tried and used by practicing astrologers. The quality of get up and printing of this book are
excellent and the book is written in simple, good English which is a rarity among astrology
books.”

Abhimanyu S., “Excellent effort towards unfolding the secret of applied Astrology. Principles of
Astrology and Practice of Astrology i.e. application of knowledge are two different
things.BPS,Jaimini provide principle but key for application is still under deep waters. BSP
provide few pearls but string is still far away, though their effort is adorable and must be
respected.”

The book by Shiro Fujino has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 62 people have provided feedback.
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